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EDITORIAL 
Hi all you O-bods of Auckland! Well. Boy did I just about keel over what 

with all the articles that came pouring in for this issue - I was absolutely 

swamped with material, all of it really great stuff, and my letterbox was 

almost having a hernia. Was it something I said?! Hee hee!!! No, 

seriously, I've been just rapt with the response, you contributors have 

made up for all the lean months that have been and gone! But keep them 

rolling in, my typewriter will devour anything (especially fat juicy stories) 

And you wouldn't like to see it suffering from malnutrition, it's not a 

pleasant sight. 

Well, what a month it's been. We've had three first-class events and 

many thanks to everbody who made them so enjoyable (never mind about the 

weatherman). Thanks too to Tania and Jeanine for letting me have my 

trophies back, hee hee! I know they must be getting very annoyed with me. 

Oh well, next year's another year. 

There's an article in here about the elite squad, written by a 'Fan'. 

What do you all think about the elite squad? Do you think they're a bunch 

of toffee-noses or do you think they're okay but would like to know more 

about them? Or would you like more feedback from them on training exercises 

and overseas events? Let's have some opinions spelled out in this mag! I'll 

try and keep you more informed of what's going on in the squad in future -

but definitely not much at the moment. And let's have some articles from 

you squad bods!!! I'm not the only one who went to WOC'89, eh!!! In my 

two years as editor I've received ONE article from a squad bod. NOT GOOD 

ENOUGH, I say. 

Don't put your o-shoes into that dark dingy corner of the garden shed 

just yet - still Wellington Champs (yes, entries this issue!) and the A.O.A 

Closing Day to go. Then the Summer Series will be upon us - don't forget 

to invite your neighbour along, the fresh air would probably do him good! 

See ya next time. 

Katie 
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COMING EVENTS 
NOVEMBER 

5 Sun Auckland 'O' Closing Day cancelled, see Nov. 19th details. 

12 Sun CDOA OY7, Four Brothers, Hamilton. Details this issue. 

12 Sun NW Club Closing Day, Shakespear Reserve. 

19 Sun Auckland 'O' Closing Day, One Tree Hill. The A.O.A. A.G.M. will 

follow the event at about 1.30pm (venue announced at event). 

Come and join in. Auckland Champs trophies and OY prizes will 

be presented at the event. Start times from 10.00am till 12.30pm. 

25 Sat Wellington Relay Championships, Te Hapua, Waikanae. Entry forms 

this issue. 

26 Sun Wellington Individual Championships, Forest Hill, Palmerston 

North (note change of venue). Entries this issue - close on 

November 10th so enter now! 

DECEMBER 

SUMMER SERIES 

An information sheet concerning the 1990 Summer Series has been included 

with your magazine. Let everyone know about it! Pin it up in the most 

blatantly obvious place for all your workmates to see! If you'd like 

more, then just get hold of me (your trusty editor) and I'll send some out 

to you. 

CLOSING DATE FOR NEXT ISSUE 

20 November 
All yummy articles to be sent to: 

Katie Fettes 

R.D.4 

WAIUKU 

3 Sun Central Club Closing Day, Western Springs. 

27-31 Australian Christmas 5-Day, New South Wales. 
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CENTRAL CHATTER 
* The Club's A.G.M. will be held on Sunday 3rd December at Pasadena 

Intermediate School, Motions Road, Western Springs. Come and have a 

run on the new Western Springs map at this full promotion event. Starts 

will be between 10.00am and 12.00pm, and the A.G.M. will follow the 

event. We will need willing persons to fill the positions of club 

president and treasurer. Nominations are to hand for most of the other 

positions but these are by no means closed, and could release an existing 

committee member for another position. So come along and support your 

club. 

* By popular demand we will be organising another promotion event at One 

Tree Hill on Sunday 19th November, starting times from 10.00am till 

12.30pm. Anyone able to help on the day please contact either Tom Clendon 

or Tom Davies. 

* The Auckland Championships at Kiwitahi were a great success and no thanks 

to the weather which tended to add to the challenge for the early runners. 

Many thanks to Selwyn, Martin, Vicki and Geoff. Thanks to all those who 

helped on the day, especially those people who didn't compete in the 

event but gave up their Saturday on behalf of the club. Last but not 

least, thanks to the families of the officials, who had to forego the 

support of their loved ones while they worked on the championships. 

* Course Setting ... one of the best ways to improve your orienteering is 

to learn the art of imaginative course setting. Most experienced orient

eers find course setting just as challenging and enjoyable as competing. 

Our summer series will be upon us in a few months so why not have a crack 

at this side of our sport. Each event already has experienced vetters 

and co-ordinators appointed, so you will have plenty of guidance. Take 

the plunge, you'll enjoy it. Phone Peter Johnson, 554-397. 

Clive Bolt 

NORTH WEST NEWS 
It's Championship time again and North West members have been doing well! 

* New Zealand Champs ... Congratulations to Katie Fettes (W21E), Alison 

Stone (W21A), Lorri O'Brien (W40A), Keith Stone (M45A), Judy Martin (W50A), 

Ralph King (M65A), Ann Fettes (W55A), Peter King (M21B), Sally Pearson 

(W21C), and Peter Ambler (M12A). Ten titles is not a bad haul!!! 
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* Auckland Champs ... Trophy holders for the following year are : Katie 

Fettes (W21E), Mike Beveridge (M40A), Keith Stone (M45A), Lorri O'Brien 

(W40A), Ann Fettes (W55A), Brenda Stone (W15A), Helen Orchard (W21B), 

Sally Pearson (W21C) and Marit Moen (W13A). Congatulations! 

* Congratulations also to Les Paver, who won the senior section of the New 

Zealand Course Setting Competition. Guess who's going to be setting all 

the OY's next year! Well done also to Alex Hood, who was third in the 

Junior section of this competition. 

* Any M40+ going to the Wellington Champs and wishing to run in a relay 

team with Keith Stone and Barry Hanlon, ring Keith (478-8224) right now 

as entries close in a day or two. 

* A big thank you to members of South Auckland and Central Clubs who pitched 

in and helped out at the Auckland and New Zealand Relay Championships. 

Your help was greatly appreciated! Our club has just run a successful 

Auckland Primary Schools Champs at Ambury Park, and many thanks to Eddie 

Reddish who turned up and spent all morning checking clips flat-out. It's 

great having all three clubs getting together to help each other out. 

* Don't forget our two important dates : Sunday 12th November is the club's 

Closing Day and A.G.M. at Shakespear Reserve, Whangaparaoa. Wednesday 

6th December is the club dinner and prize-giving at Windsor Park Hotel, 

East Coast Road, Mairangi Bay. See you there! 

North West Newshound 

SOUTH AUCKLAND NEWS 
* The coming Summer Series with beach events and barbeques is out in sheet 

form. If you get the chance please distribute them for publicity. 

* The Robinson household is now back to normal and Robbie is not a "pain 

in the butt" says Tania. 

* Don't forget the A.G.M. - Monday 6th November at the Robinsons', 45 East 

Street, Pukekohe at 7.30pm. 

* Someone mentioned at the New Zealand Relay Prize-Giving that the South 

Auckland Club was full of fast women - what with Tania Robinson, Trish 

Aspin and Jeanine Browne winning the Open Women's Grade; Rosemary Gatland, 

Unni Lewis and Phyl Snedden the W35; Bev Laurent, Jeanette Boswell and 

Val Robinson the W45; and Rachel Shuker helping Tony Tremain and Rob 

Wakelin win the Junior U-15 Grade. Well done South Auckland! 
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* And with the Tasman Forestry N.Z. Champs over, a big thanks to John 

Robinson, Ross Brighouse and Geoff Pilbrow, the leading officials, with 

all their club helpers for a successful event. Congratulations to all 

placegetters and those who competed. Another Well Done South Auckland! 

* The club has a new final control - W100 - which we all found at the N.Z. 

Champs. What joy/despair will it bring as we run happily/stagger wearily 

towards her? No matter W100, you will be the final/ultimate/supremo of 

any S.A.O.C. event from now on. 

Ken Browne 

APOC-CANADA 1990 
I have collected prices etc. for airfares and campervans for Canada 1990. 

The news is both good and bad. 

First the GOOD NEWS! 

- Airfare is $1675 return from Auckland to Vancouver. 

- Departure date Sunday 29th July. 

- Return date Friday 7th September. 

- The above flights have been booked, but I understand that it is possible 

to change to any other flights. 

Now the BAD NEWS! 

- Side trips are now extra! 

- Travel and accomodation in Canada is expensive. The quotes I have for 

campervans are more expensive than those in the entry form. The price 

I have is for about $250 per day. I am prepared to book these, but I 

suggest people go through the entry form. 

- Another possibility within this sphere is to rent a car and go camping. 

Book these through the entry form. 

If people want help in forming groups for travel I am prepared to co

ordinate this i.e. make maximum use of the campervans. 

I suggest that anyone who is still interested should write or phone me, 

and take it from there. 

Stan Foster 

70 Waimarie Road 

Whenuapai 

ph. 416-7106 (Akl) 
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LETTER TO THE EDlTOR 
Dear Katie, 

Reading in the magazine an account of the Auckland meeting - re 

"Where Are We Heading?" - I noticed a line which read: 

"Orienteering is a brain sport - may not appeal 

to other sportspeople e.g. rugby players... " 

I am not a rugby player but I feel it sounds a bit of a slur on such people. 

After all the articles you've printed from me, the 'O' people must know 

that I am a 'bearer of little brain', and not even a sportsperson of any 

note. I think O-ing is for all people who love a challenge - fast or slow 

runners, quick thinkers or non-thinkers. It's that they get FUN out of it. 

I think all sports and activities require a different type of brain

power, and we should not put down any sport which involves our young people. 

I know some really brainy rugby players - and some thick orienteers - me! 

Sincerely, 

Doreen Oldfield 

P.S. If you want to promote sport I suggest you have more local events -

look how schoolchildren love it when taken to events. 

CDOA OY - 12TH NOV. 
Hamilton Orienteering Club is running the final CDOA OY for 1989 on a new 

farm and bush map, FOUR BROTHERS. 

Date: Sunday 12th November 

Venue: adjacent to Old Mountain Road; the event will be signposted from 

the Te Pahu turnoff, west of Whatawhata on SH23. 

Start Times: 11.00am till 1.00pm. 

Courses: 7 courses will be offered. 

Event Fees: Junior $3.00 per map 

Senior $6.00 per map 

Family Maximum $15.00 

See you all there! 
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WELLINGTON CHAMPS 1989 

Date: 26th November 1989. 

Organising Club: Red Kiwis (Manawatu) 

Change of Venue: The map used for the champs will be Forest 
Hill and not a new map of Waitarere as 
originally planned. 
Due to a number of factors the Club regretfully 
is unable to complete the map in time for 
the champs. 
The courses planned will cover an area 
that has been little used and in fact most 
competitors will have never run on this 
area before. 

Scale: 1:15000 Contour interval 5m. 

Terrain: Steep forest and farmland with watercourses 
and rock features. 

Course Setters: Graham Teahan and Owen Mills 

Controller: Rex Humphrey. 

Grades: Men A Grade 12, 13-14, 15-16, 17-18, 19-20, 
21, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55. 

B. Grade - 13-16, 17-20, 21, 35, 40, 45. 

C. Grade - 17-70. 

Women A. Grade - 12, 13-14, 15-15, 17-18, 19-20, 
21, 35, 40, 45, 50. 

B. Grade - 13-16, 17-20, 21, 35, 40, 45. 

C. Grade - 17-70. 

Ages: As at 31st December 1989. 

The organisers reserve the right to combine 
Grades which are undersubscribed. 

Entry Fees: $6 Senior, $3 Junior (16 & Under), Family $18, 
Late entry fee add 50%. 

Entries Close: November 10th 1989. 

Send to: Carole & Graeme Flyger, 
5 Cohen Place, 
Palmerston North. 
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WELLINGTON 
RELAY CHAMPIONSHIPS '89 

SATURDAY 25th NOVEMBER 

AT TE HAPUA 

S.H.1 Nor th of Waikanae 

ON 1:15,000 , 5 metre contours map 

Farmland w i t h low sand dunes and marshes 

Host Club Kapit i Havoc Orienteering Club 

Course Set t ing Rob Sinclair + Hub Carter 

CLASSES 

GRADE COURSE GRADE COURSE 
M17-39 1 MIXED A (LONG) 1 (only 1 M17-39 
W17-39 2 (MED) 2 A grade runner) 
M40+ 3 (SHORT) 3 
W40+ 4 MIXED B (LONG) 4 (no M17-39 
JNR 16& 5 (MED) 5 A grade runners 
UNDER (SHORT) 6 

Ages at 31 December 1989 ENTRY FEE $18 per team 

ENTRIES 

CLOSING DATE Entries must be postmarked not later than 10 November 

LATE ENTRIES Late entries may be accepted at the discretion of the 
organisers. Late entries must be accompanied by the 
standard entry fee plus an additional 50%. 

CHEQUES Please make cheques payable to K.H. Orienteering Club. 

SEND TO Margaret Berry 
8 Francis Road 
Paraparaumu 

ENQUIRIES B Proctor 
17 Clunie Avenue 
Raumati South 
058 70966 
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KIWITAHI 1989! 
Having nothing to do this Monday morning, except loads of brown washing 

(sox, yuk! shoes, yuk x 2!), I count up the cost of the weekend and re-read 

the map (never saw that track!); loads more washing, chloriney towels, 

unpack the van, clean and clean. As I was saying, having little else to 

do, I shall try and reconstruct the errors of a wet run on wet farmland 

on a wet day. 

Fortunately at the very moment I started the rain eased and I was able 

to find the triangle on my map. But set against that the fact I'd started 

late (I think I was put at the end so that I couldn't ask anyone a single 

thing) - when I reached the triangle and saw a river to cross, I got stuck 

in literally boots and all. After that it doesn't matter, does it? Your 

boots are wet, you squelch yellow mud, cow ooze, swamp brown, onward and 

upward, and sometimes downward on a sliding scale. My delicate underthings 

are moot evidence to the fact I slid, slipped and slished into most 

controls. 

Missed No. 1 - got it into my pea brain a # was a swamp and that's 

where I made the control fit. Lost at least 7 minutes and all my self-

control - ah! found it! I settled down, did one more rather obvious dog

leg trying to avoid the stream, but toddled along to 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 in 

true W101 fashion - puffing slowly but on course. 

Living after a long drag up to 7 (thank you Colin for ducking into that 

re-entrant and coming up smiling! Ah, true cunning running!), I headed to 

the flat and No. 8. And of course overshot it, again treating a vegetation 

boundary as a marsh. One marsh later, back-tracking and tired, oh so 

tired, I sat on a log and contemplated crossing the same old marsh again. 

Round hillside, into and over stream, hidden fence, trip, crash, black

berries, careful, careful, it's here somewhere. There's the wee track, 

must be up 50 metres. Turn and look back - yah! the wee red flag flies 

again. All uphill now, next the big tree, my chest is a searing pain -

climb, stop, pant, climb, slip, and slosh through cow tracks with feet 

dragging, breath dragging ... large tree, great! No. 10 and only one hill 

to go. 

Kapamahunga again - uphill drag to finish. Only the thunder coming 

ever-nearer drove the old body steadily forward - to collapse in the car 

as the first onslaught of storm hit. 107 minutes - who needs holidays and 

retirement, when all this is laid on to keep the adrenalin flowing? 

W101 
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THOSE ODIOUS FENCES 
I hate fences. 

I am most GRATEFUL to Central Club for ENSURING that the electric fences 

were OFF for the Auckland Champs. Just IMAGINE what it would have been 

like if they'd been ON! 

Take the three-strand, ALL electric; the lowest wire just too close to the 

ground to ROLL UNDER (and in that mud?); the space between wide enough to 

encourage a passage THROUGH but undoubtedly close enough to get DOUBLY 

ZAPPED; and the top wire requiring a HURDLING technique quite beyond me. 

Then there is the OUTRIGGER type, with the wire in front. I CONTORT myself 

to lift my leg over it and require all my STRENGTH to hoist myself up and 

over. 

Almost WORSE is the outrigger on the far side. BALANCING precariously on 

the top wire, I LAUNCH myself into space - which is SCARY when the landing 

ground slopes away. 

Sometimes I can SQUEEZE between the outrigger and the main fence, but that 

usually requires the SUPPLENESS of a teenage gymnast. 

It is UNFAIR! My PHOBIA of electric fences has nothing to do with my 

orienteering skills and yet I lose VALUABLE TIME wondering how I am going 

to negociate them. 

Then there are those fences on a slope. The downhill side of the post 

somehow always looks easier but directly I lift myself my foot SLIDES 

away and I land in a HEAP. 

Perhaps WORSE is the fence with ROTTING posts leaning away from me, 

IMPOSSIBLE to balance on or give any sort of THRUST to project myself OVER. 

So what am I to DO? 

Perhaps take up swimming instead? I'd be no wetter than I was at Kiwitahi. 

Freaked-Out-Fence-Hater 
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HOW I TOOK ON KATIE FETTES 
AND LOST 

It all started at the CDOA Championships at Raroa on September 24th. My 

goal: to beat Katie in the Brighouse Trophy Series. 

The 24th dawned a beautifully fine day. The drive to Taupo was fast, 

as it was early on Sunday morning. The assembly area presented a wonderful 

picnic atmosphere, but I could not find the club flag flying. That was 

because there was only one other family entered from New Zealand's top 

club. Shame. 

The drive to Raroa had not helped my back problem. It took me ten 

minutes to ease myself out of the car - right onto a hot cow pat. A few 

minutes later I met Robbie, and for some reason he wanted to grab my foot 

to trip me up, part of the usual high jinks we get up to. What a surprise 

he got. Little wonder he lost the scent of the trail when competing 

against the new M45 champion, Keith Stone. Keith said he had not learned 

much overseas. Well, his weight is probably the same, as skinny as ever, 

but just look at those results he's turning in. 

Anyway, back to Raroa where the courses were planned around a big hill. 

Fortunately the climb was at the start and we had a most enjoyable course. 

It was well planned with some good route choices, delicate control sites 

and well-marked gorse bushes. The event was a real credit to the map 

makers and course setters. 

I had a problem at control 12 - western re-entrant. After the event I 

retraced my tracks to a couple of controls. At No. 12 I hadn't read the 

map carefully enough. I was one stump too high and contoured to the next 

re-entrant rushing around like a blind mountain goat. 

For the benefit of the event organisers I consider 

that similar numbers should not be used on close control 

sites. I found that at the first control for two courses, 

one in a re-entrant and one in a depression about 50 metres 

away, the flag numbers were 268 and 263. At another site 

the e were 2 controls within a circle - one at the bottom of a rock cliff 

and one at the base of a large rock - and the flag identifications were 

DD and DB. Not easy for the more reckless or for those ageing eyes. 

After this event - Katie a win, me a win. 

Kiwitahi on October 7th was the next event. From Central District's 

calm, sunny, cheery event we thought we were back at Kapamahunga - driving 

rain, sleet, gushing winds, thunder, mud and more mud. The poor organisers 

could not put up tents so a lot of improvising had to be done. Thank 
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goodness Tony had his big truck available for control checking, and to 

keep cold feet off the muddy ground. 

My weekend of frustrations began the week before when the medical 

profession said I needed 4 to 6 weeks rest to cure a sciatic nerve problem 

in my back. With Central Club organising the event I had to turn up to 

help. Once the fresh air filled my cold nostrils, and with the knowledge 

of a new map, how could I not have at least a "walk"! Barry Tuck thought 

I was mad doing half-pressups in the mud at the start. Fortunately the 

start was downhill in the pouring rain. I walked to control 1, went 

around a hill instead of over the top which saved 30 metres of climb, 

before a 35 metre climb into the control site. The second control was 

just a hop, step and a jump away. 

I chose a road leg to No. 3, during which 

I broke into a half-trot, before stopping to 

rest and take a bearing from a fence corner to 

the control site 55 metres up a hillside. Had 

trouble at No. 4 by not bothering to read the 

full desciption. Our long leg was 7 to 8, a 

distance of about 1500 metres. It's always nice 

to have a long leg after a few short ones. Then 

onto the last three controls, which were tricky enough to make one think. 

Overall, a well planned course for farmland/native bush. 

My main aim on the day was to head off rival Maurice Penney. I knew 

that Robbie would bolt in, even if he made one of his famous "20-minute" 

errors. He did this on the last control, just as the rain was clearing. 

Perhaps the expanding landscape confused him!! 

Well, a second place was not good enough. Katie duly had another win. 

What this event did show me was that I was a fool to compete, but that 

sometimes a tortoise approach can beat most of the hares. 

The New Zealand Championships at Waiuku Forest on 22nd October, on yet 

another new map, provided a new challenge and a new hope. My back seemed 

to be getting better so perhaps I could do the tortoise thing again and 

perhaps the local heroine Tania could turn into a hare and run Katie into 

the ground. The event lived up to expectations - it was one of the best 

I have participated in. 

Our first control was a longish leg and had people running in all 

directions. Maurice Penney turned into a snail and took 18 minutes to 

reach the first control - great news for the tortoise who walked it in 

4.5 minutes. Control two had a very easy catching feature and from then 

on I chose a lot of tracks as route choices. This turned the tortoise 

into a sort of hare with a hangover, and I managed to zip out and back 

onto tracks to collect controls 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. Number 
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13 was my downfall again. I slowed to a shuffle but the change of pace 

confused me as I went the wrong side of a ridge. When I went to take a 

bearing I had a bit of trouble because the north lines on the map were 

widely spread, and black like the roads. Also the north line symbol was 

covered by my control desciptions, so at first glance it was hard to line 

up the compass. As time is not so important to a tortoise, I opened up 

the map and took a few seconds to really sort out where I was. Actually 

those few seconds probably saved me minutes if I'd done what I usually do -

that is rush around like a hare chased by a thousand foxes. 

The good aspect about the course was that nearly every control had a 

route choice and once you were in the circle and within sight of the feature 

there was a bright shiny new control flag waiting to greet you. 

After years of experience I found yet another original mistake that I 

had made. When filling out my clip-card I had not shown the last control 

because after No. 16 there was a double line. All the numbers for the 16 

controls started with two hundred. The last control was W100 and I compl

etely ignored it. Lesson No. 70: for a championship event always get some

one else to check your clip-card for you, if you transpose the descriptions 

onto your clip-card. Mild panic for a few seconds before the tortoise 

put his head out his shell and headed for the finish. Second place again, 

and whilst Tania had a brilliant run, Katie took 1st place. 

Oh well, Bob Murphy had a 2nd place too so I'm still in good company. 

I will leave Keith Stone and Katie to fight it off in Palmerston North and 

Craigmore. I will now take the doctor's advice so I can shed my shell next 

year and turn into a hare. Watch out Katie! 

M50 From Central 

(Ed's note: better luck next year Mr Tortoise! Hee hee!) 
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CENTRAL ORIENTEERING CLUB 
20 C A M W E L L CLOSE 
B U C K L A N D S BEACH 

PH 534-2946 

Dear Katie, 
Further to my letter of the 10th, here is something 

further for the AOA Magazine. 

The AOA AGM and prizegiving will now be on Sunday 19th November 
at One Tree Hill following the Central Club event on that same 
day. The AGM is timed for 1:30 pm actual venu to be advertised at 
the event but will be very close bye. 

The meeting of the executive committee of the AOA held on 10th 
October considered the recomendations brought forward by the 
special meeting of the 26th September and came to the following 
conclusions. 
The primary concern expressed at the September meeting was that 
the sport of orienteerng is decling in numbers of competitors 
regularly paricipating in events and administration. The need is 
to broaden the membership base to increase the revenue available 
to run the sport and to provide the human resource available for 
organisation and administration. 
This objective is best achieved by promoting the sport more 

effectively than in the past. The suggestions raised at the 
September meeting were ideas with which to help carry out this 
goal. 
The meeting resolved to form an action subcommittee with the aim 

of preparing a long term management plan which will ensure the 
future development of the sport. The sub committee will take on 
board the list of prioritised suggesstions from the September 
meeting and examine how best to impliment them and set realistic 
timing for achieving them. One such suggestion is that of a full 
time professional co-orinator. In order to achieve this objective 
it will be necessary to determine what is required to attract the 
kind of sponsorship envisaged to support a co-ordinator and work 
to a plan to achieve it. 

Perhaps what started as a very valid regional concern would be 
better handled nationaly. 

If any person has any srong feelings, wishes to contribute any 
ideas or feels they have the skills to participate in this 
process then please feel free to contact the president. 

Best regards 

Clive Bolt 
secretary 
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THE ELITE ORIENTEER 
Recently while driving three young orienteers to an event the conversation 

got around to "If you could talk to any person for ten minutes, who would 

you choose?" I was expecting answers such as 'the Pope', 'the Queen' but 

instead got Robert Falcon Scott, Madonna and a male member of the current 

elite squad (no names). 

This started me thinking ... 

A. Have I ever seen an elite orienteer talking to a junior? 

- No, but they understandably gather together to go over their own 

course with their opposition. However, if they think back to when they 

were young who did they look up to at events? So wouldn't "How did you 

go today?" be a boost for a 12-year-old. 

B. Do they ever make an attempt to sell themselves? 

- I get the impression they shun publicity. This is apparent when a 

photo is required. I've been more embarrassed trying to get a photo than 

the subject is, but we keep getting the cry "orienteering isn't publicised 

enough!" 

C. Do the clubs use them to better orienteering? 

- In one respect they are busy earning a living and training etc, so 

cannot be expected to devote a lot of time to help. There is a lot of 

knowledge they can give us which we don't take advantage of. 

D. What feedback do we get on what the elite squad does? 

- I am in a position where I read the squad newsletter (unofficially), 

but wouldn't we all like to know. A couple of paragraphs following the 

N.Z.O.F. News in the magazine could be enough. 

Finally, this matter was mentioned at the recent special clubs' meeting 

without much significance attached to it. I now realize that our elite 

squad members are the All Blacks of N.Z. Orienteering to younger members 

(and others), and they must regard themselves as VIP's. 

'Fan' 
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Tra in ing Evening 
f o r P r o m o t i o n E v e n t s 

COURSE SETTING 
CO-ORDINATING 
and for ve t t e r s too. 

T h i s i n f o r m a l i n s t r u c t i o n evening is d e s i g n e d 
f o r o r i e n t e e r s of any age who a r e n o v i c e s 

at s e t t i n g courses and o r g a n i s i n g e v e n t s . 
All a r e w e l c o m e t o p a r t i c i p a t e and c o n t r i b u t e . 

T h e e m p h a s i s is on p r e p a r i n g e v e n t o f f i c i a l s 
( s e t t e r s , v e t t e r s , co- o rd ina to r s ) for 1 9 9 0 summer 
p r o m o t i o n e v e n t s . 

O n e o f ou r o b j e c t i v e s is to ensure c o n s i s t e n t 

s t a n d a r d s for t h e s e promotion e v e n t s . Park events 
are how many people a r e introduced to o r i en tee r ing 
and their f i r s t impressions must be good. Promotion 

e v e n t s a r e also the training ground for new se t te rs . 

Topics will i n c l u d e : control site selection, placing 
controls devising fair and interest ing courses at the 

right technical difficulty, smooth organisation ideas, etc .... 

VENUE: 
CONFERENCE ROOM 1 — COLLEGE OF EDUCATION -
60 EPSOM A V E , EPSOM. ENTRANCE I S GATE 4. 
FIND "R" BLOCK - FIRST TWO STOREY BLOCK ON LEFT 
ON SECOND FLOOR. 

W H E N : Monday 4th D e c e m b e r , 7.30 - 9.00 p.m. 

All C l u b s W e l c o m e 
ORGANISER — S e l w y n P a l m e r , Ph. 6 5 7 7 9 8 . 
If you have any ideas t o c o n t r i b u t e o r wish to 

a s s i s t p l e a s e p h o n e S e l w y n . 17 



BRENDA'S TALE 
Who was it said - "It never rains but it pours" ????? Well, whoever it 

was obviously had been to the Auckland Champs! Despite my father's 

warnings that 'negative thoughts will get you nowhere', I couldn't help 

feeling a tad despondent as the rain bucketed down on the windscreen and 

depressingly steep farmland flitted past the windows on the way to the 

event. 

Sitting, cringing in the van while time crept on towards my start, I 

entertained serious thoughts of dignified retirement; but as I stood on 

the startline the sun broke through the clouds. Sending a word of thanks 

to Mohammed for the good omen, I slipped, slid and skidded down the hill 

to the start triangle. 

Mud, mud, and more mud the story of my course. (Actually this 

suited me down to the ground as it slowed everyone down to my snail's 

pace.) And the HILLS!!!! I just LOVE it when can actually see your 

control on top of a hill when you're at the bottom - and as unfit as I 

am. But I can hardly blame the organisers for the weather, or the fact 

that the bogs became ten feet deep or that I made a silly route-choice 

through man-eating blackberry. Hot, sweaty and physically dead, I WALKED 

up (in full view of the world) the hill to the finish (a cruel trick), 

totally convinced that I had lost. In actual fact I hadn't - but that's 

another story. 

As though fate was smiling on me the rain started again ten minutes 

after I had finished and was safely ensconsed in the van, ploughing heart

ily into yoghurt and coffee. 

The prize-giving was, ah, interesting .... to say the least. "Okay, 

come and get a bunch of flowers if you're ugly!" Our family scored: a 

bottle of Pepsi, a bottle of wine, a packet of milky ways, a packet of 

toffees and two bunches of flowers. Thank you to everyone who went home 

early and left more for me. 

The next day, the weather was a little more decent, not that we could 

SEE the weather at the ungodly hour we had to get up. Daylight saving 

made it even worse. 

I am always prepared to enjoy a forest event, and this one was no 

exception. Even though my LOVELY sister had put me in the 'C' leg, when 

most people my age were running the 'B' leg. I did enjoy my course, 

especially that little extra bit of difficulty that we haven't seen much 

of on our courses lately. 

It was a great moment for North West when Marit brought one of our teams 

home first, but we went slightly downhill from there. I would just like 
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to take a moment to congratulate my wonderful teammates - Geoff Mead, 

Robert Kingston, Mike Beveridge and James Paver for being second North 

West team home. VIVE LA GEOFF'S TOILET DIGGERS !!!!! 

I would also like to say that the favourable comments heard about the 

numbers and result-cards made the painstaking colouring-in of numbers, and 

the hours hunched over the letraset, all worthwhile. (Not that I did any 

of it - but Mum and Alison appreciated the compliments.) 

On the whole it was a good weekend's orienteering - pity about the 

weather. Roll on Labour Weekend!!! 

Brenda Stone 

AUCKLAND RELAY CHAMPS '89 

I hope everyone enjoyed their day at the relays - after all 
it's supposed to be a fun event. Setters Colin Tait and Dave 
Middleton spent long hours planning courses that would be 
suitable for the wide range of abilities likely to be 
running each leg. The fact that there were not too many 
horrendous times and only two DNF's showed that they 
succeeded. 

Special thank you's to Dave and Les Paver who spent 
considerable time at the manned control and to Keith Stone 
who not only controlled the event but worked out all the 
times and results on the day. To all North West club members 
who cheerfully did their allotted tasks on the day - many 
thanks - to the few of you who sloped off home without 
lifting a finger - shame on you. 

Congratulations to Central Club for winning the Interclub 
Shield. The placings of the first three teams from each club 
are added to determine the winner of this trophy and the 
results were as follows : 

Central 2nd, 4th, 6th = 12 points 
South Auckland 3rd, 5th, 7th = 15 points 
North West 1st, 8th, 10th = 19 points 

Next year's relays are planned to be held early in November 
as the Auckland Closing Day and OY Prizegiving. Hope to see 
you all there. 

Lesley Stone 
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RESULTS - AUCKLAND RELAYS 1989 - MISSION COAST, WOODHILL - 8 OCTOBER 1989 

1 Northwest Mudlarks NW 
M Penney D T Carswell C D Melrose E K Ambler B M Moen A 175.07 

2 Nuts & Bolts C 
T Nuthall D R Jessop E R Bolt A L McGivern B C Bolt C 175.40 

3 No Name SA 
B Brighouse B W Aspin E B Murphy C B Lewis A P Aspin D 182.16 

4 Stotts Hot Shots C 
D Reddish C A Stott A G Cory-Wright D M Nicholls B P Dalton E 184.16 

5 No Name SA 
R Wakelin A R Murphy B P Snedden C T Robinson D R Brighouse E 184.58 

6 Nicholls Niggles C 
A McGivern A T Nicholls D B Gregory B A Landels E T Reddish C 196.58 

7 No Name SA 
T Tremain A U Lewis C V Robinson D S Snedden B J Robinson E 201.01 

8 Geoff's Toilet Diggers NW 
B Stone C J Paver A R Kingston B G Mead E M Beveridge D 203.11 

9 Tux Dog 8how C 
J Gregory D H Bolt A P Johnson C B Schilling E K Tuck B 203.43 

10 Macho NW 
B Hanlon D P Ambler A C Crate B T Moen E L O'Brien C 205.38 

11 Rob's Raiders NW 
J Ranson D C Ambler B R Ambler E B Johansen A K Williams C 221.57 

12 Barkers NW 
B Tait A S Foster E A Stone C R Grenfell D P King B 222.08 

13 No Name SA 
J Browne E J Dalton C R Shuker A G Flsken D N Lewis B 232.26 

14 Four Thorns and a Rose NW 
B Henderson E A Hood A B Cuthbert B D Cooper C P Johansen D 24121 

15 Brewers Butchers Convention C 
J Brewis B C Bulcher A J Brewis E C Bulcher C M Purdy D 246.34 

16 Rum Runners SA 
D Crispe C J Snedden D G Pilbrow B L Shuker E I Crispe A 249.16 

17 President's Men NW 
M McCulloch C M Anderson D L Stone B S Tait A R McGregor E 254.48 

18 Ireland's Irish Rovers C 
R lreland E L McGivern C M Newton D M Stewart A A Stewart B 256.09 

19 Smurfs SA 
B Shuker C D Currie D P Murphy E D Oldfield A J Drake B 257.57 

20 7 NW 
N Foster A M Moen D L Baxter C C Battley E A Fettes B 258.08 

21 Ladies, Gentlemen, Andy C 
U Wolf E A Brewis C R Berry D J Newton B R Dormer A 260.05 

22 Sgt Palmers Bony Hearts Club Band C 
H Clendon B S Palmer E M Bulcher A T Clendon C B Tuck D 260.26 

23 Control Munchers NW 
K Fettes E R Cooper A S Middleton C J Fettes D D O'Brien B 265.21 

24 Tryers SA 
M Jarka B H Drake A M Tremain D K Lewis E A Oldfield C DNF 

25 Franklin Fleet Footers SA 
B Laurent B J Shale D M Currie A S Pilbrow C R Boswell E 276.23 

26 Evans & Co SA 
J Strachan B G Evans E P Mellsop C J Evans D D Evans A 285.19 

27 Four Roses and a Thorn NW 
S Middleton B R King C J Martin D L Mead E C Hood A 296.04 

28 Fossils Plus 3 SA 
I Currie E M Halwell B J Briffett D Lisa, Kristin, Inc A K Browne C 298.36 

29 No Name NW 
R Langley C G Peters D G Middleton A G Mohi B P Brothers E 319.15 

30 Gnorthwest Gaomes NW 
G Ambler A B Allen C H Langley B D Bliss E M Hood D 343.18 
No Name SA 
C Duthie D I McKinlay B G Tremain A D Godfrey E P Wakelin C DSQ 
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Course A (2.1km, 8 controls) 

1 A McGivern C 15.15 
2 T Tremaine SA 15.25 
3 A SIott C 16.57 
4 P Ambler NW 17.33 
5 B Lewis SA 17.52 
6 A Hood NW 18.28 
7 R Bolt C 18.49 
8 M Moen NW 20.05 
9 N Foster NW 21.21 

10 R Wakelin SA 21.31 
11 R Cooper NW 23.31 
12 C Butcher C 23.43 
13 D Evans SA 23.50 
14 H Bolt C 24.47 
15 G Middleton NW 25.26 
16 J Paver NW 25.46 
17 R Dormer C 29.08 
16 H Drake SA 29.33 
19 I Crispe SA 29.55 
20 B Tait NW 29.59 
21 S Tait NW 30.08 
22 M Stewart C 31.39 
23 M Butcher C 31.53 
24 S Johansen NW 32.13 
25 R Shuker SA 35.16 
26 G Ambler NW 37.19 
27 D OIdfield SA 40.13 
26 Lisa, Kristin, Ineke SA 40.21 
29 M Currie SA 40.42 
30 C Hood NW 44.00 
31 G Tremaine SA DSQ 

Course B (2.5km, 7 controls) 

1 R Murphy SA 20.36 
2 C Ambler NW 22.01 
3 K Ambler NW 23.26 
4 L McGivern C 24.22 
5 B Cuthbert NW 25.56 
6 B Brighouse SA 26.07 
7 K Tuck C 26.21 
8 P King NW 26.43 
9 L Stone NW 27.18 

10 N Lewis SA 28.58 
11 J Strachan SA 29.29 
12 J Drake SA 29.47 
13 A Fettes NW 30.15 
14 G Pilbrow SA 30.17 
15 I McKinlay SA 31.27 
16 M Hatwell SA 33.31 
17 R Kingston NW 33.36 
18 D O'Brien NW 34.12 
19 S Snedden SA 34.34 
20 M Nicholls C 36.14 
21 C Crate NW 36.38 
22 J Newton C 37.16 
23 B Laurent SA 38.29 
24 H Clendon C 40.23 
25 J Brewis C 41.34 
26 B Gregory C 51.37 
27 A Stewart C 53.27 
28 M Jarka SA 67.37 
29 S Middleton NW 65.30 
30 G Mohi NW 88.48 
31 H Langley NW 91.51 

Course C (3.6km, 9 controls) 

1 D Reddish C 32.39 
2 B Murphy SA 34.04 
3 T Reddish C 35.44 
4 C Bolt C 37.54 
5 T Carswell NW 38.40 
6 P Johnson C 40.05 
7 B Allen NW 45.19 
8 A Brewis C 45.59 
9 A Stone NW 46.10 

10 P Mellsop SA 46.31 
11 U Lewis SA 46.41 
12 K Williams NW 46.54 
13 R King NW 49.38 
14 R Langley NW 51.34 
15 L O'Brien NW 52.53 
16 B Stone NW 53.35 
17 L McGivern C 54.14 
18 P Wakelin SA 54.33 
19 A OIdfield SA 54.52 
20 P Snedden SA 55.28 
21 J Dalton SA 58.09 
22 K Browne SA 58.19 
23 T Clendon C 60.14 
24 D Cooper NW 61.18 
25 B Shuker SA 61.59 
26 L Baxter NW 70.13 
27 C Butcher C 70.23 
28 D Crispe SA 75.31 
29 S Pilbrow SA 81.13 
30 M McCulloch NW 89.34 
31 S Middleton NW 101.43 

Course D (4.6km, 10 controls) 

1 M Beveridge NW 38.53 
2 T Robinson SA 44.16 
3 M Newton C 44.35 
4 G Fisken SA 47.13 
5 B Hanlon NW 47.14 
6 J Gregory C 47.20 
7 M Anderson NW 48.09 
8 V Robinson SA 49.29 
9 J Fettes NW 60.00 

10 J Snedden SA 50.27 
11 G Peters NW 51.02 
12 T Nicholls C 51.27 
13 M Tremain SA 51.27 
14 P Aspin SA 53.33 
15 T Nuthall C 55.53 
16 M Penney NW 56.08 
17 M Purdy C 57.51 
18 G Cory-Wright C 59.58 
19 J Ranson NW 61.17 
20 J Martin NW 63.16 
21 D Currie SA 64.34 
22 B Tuck C 65.47 

Course D (continued) 

23 M Moen NW 65.52 
24 J Shale SA 68.03 
25 P Johansen NW 68.16 
26 R Grenfell NW 69.55 
27 M Hood NW 70.50 
28 J Evans SA 79.34 
29 C Duthie SA 82.17 
30 R Berry C 82.18 
31 J Briffett SA 84.23 

Course E (5.6km, 12 controls) 

1 D Melrose NW 36 48 
2 P Dalton C 38.28 
3 R Jessop C 38.42 
4 A Landels C 42.55 
5 R Brighouse SA 43.07 
6 R Boswell SA 47.56 
7 S Foster NW 49.21 
8 W Aspin SA 50.40 
9 T Moen NW 51.20 

Course E (continued) 

10 G Mead NW 51.21 
11 J Brewis C 53.03 
12 J Robinson SA 54.52 
13 K Fettes NW 55.55 
14 R Ambler NW 59.32 
15 R McGregor NW 59 39 
16 P Murphy SA 61.24 
17 S Palmer C 62.09 
18 J Browne SA 62.50 
19 L Shuker SA 63.06 
20 B Schilling C 65.10 
21 U Wolf C 65.24 
22 B Henderson NW 69.23 
23 C Battley NW 70.27 
24 D Godfrey SA 71.41 
25 R Ireland C 72.14 
26 L Mead NW 73.40 
27 K Lewis SA DNF 
28 I Currie SA 82.02 
29 D Bliss NW 97.59 
30 P Brothers NW 102.25 
31 G Evans SA 105.55 
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HOLIDAY CAMP 
IWITAHI -TAUPO 

DECEMBER 27th 1989 to 3rd JANUARY 1990 

A Final Reminder to all those people who have yet to register for the 
Orienteering Holiday Camp; we still have vacanies for the Camp and 
you are advised to register now in order to avoid dissappointment. 

Camp Format: Will be much the same as last year i.e. a fun, family, 
orienteering holiday. 

The tentative programme is -

Wednesday 27th December - Camp participants arrive, forest fun 
run, BBQ & Social. 

Thursday, Friday & 
Saturday 

Sunday Rest Day 

Monday 1st January 

Tuesday 2nd January 

Wednesday 3rd January 

Thursday 4th January 

- 3 Day Event on Farmland/Forest Maps 
near Taupo. 

- New Years Eve, Fancy Dress, Midnight 
Score Event. 

- Camp/Family Relays. 

- Biathlon. 

- Camp Champs on Forest Map - Social. 

- Depart. 

We intend to provide prizes for our O' events and other activities 
we have planned e.g. trivial pursuits, cricket & soccer etc. 

Fees: To cover accommodation, meals for 8 days plus 7 Orienteering 
maps -

Adults: $140 

Children: 5 to 15 years $ 90 

1 to 8 years $ 35 

Babies Free 

Registration: Send deposit ($20) or fees to 

Graham Teahan, 
15 Coronation Street, 
FEILDING. 
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PRELIMINARY NOTICE 

North West & Whangarei Orienteering Clubs present 

EASTER 4-DAY 
13-16 APRIL 1990 

Four days of forest orienteering - Best three days to count 
"Woodcocks" Warkworth Used only once 
"Waterfalls" Warkworth New map 
"Pouto" Dargaville New map 
"Sixteen Mile" Woodhill Used only once 

Accommodation options: 
Event and Social Centre - Ahuroa Outdoor Education Centre - Puhoi 

Limited dormitory space 

Plenty of tent sites 

Meals will be provided 

Bookings for this accommodation will be requested on entry forms 

Some other alternatives - Make your own reservations direct 
Warkworth - Motels and Motor Camps 
Wellsford - Motel 
Waiwera - Motels and Motor Camps 
Orewa - Motels and Motor Camps 
Helensville/Parakai - Motels and Motor Camp 

Book early for these - Remember it will be Easter 

Entry forms will be available early in 1990 

For further information telephone Lesley Stone (09) 478-8224 
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JC89.9 
NATIONAL JUNIOR ORIENTEERING CAMP 

will be based at FLOCK HOUSE in the Manawatu, 
from 13-17 December 

The National Junior Camp is aimed at 13-16 year-olds who know the basics of 
orienteering from club instruction or attendance at OYs over at least a year. It 
will follow the highly successful formula used at Iwitahi, Wairarapa and 
Christchurch, of orienteering in the mornings, other fun activities in the after
noons, and orienteering discussion (and more fun) in the evenings. It will be 
suitable for those who have been before. 

The time has been chosen to fit between college break-up and Christmas, and to 
avoid clashing with other attractions in the school holidays such as the Family 
O Camp and Commonwealth Games. The place was chosen after some of you 
stayed at Flock House when you attended the Secondary Orienteering Champs. 
As well as its swimming pool, squash courts, gymnasium, etc, it is close to the 
beach and to several great forest maps. 

The camp will start with an afternoon orienteering activity on Wednesday 13 
Dec, and finish with a camp championships on Sunday 17 Dec. People picking 
you up could join in this with prior notice. We will pick up campers at the bus 
station at Bulls, or the airport at Palmerston North. South Islanders - I have al
ready written to your clubs about a travel subsidy - see your secretary. 

Applications are now open and entry forms available from club secretaries. The 
fee of $80 assumes approval by the NZOF Management Committee of an appli
cation for a similar amount from the junior training budget. A maximum of 25 
can be accepted within this budget. 

We also need helpers. There is no application form, just write or ring 
Michael Wood, 5 Atahu Grove, Lower Hutt. The phone number is (04) 662645. 
For a successful camp we need the following skills: managing teenagers in groups 
(college teachers?), outdoor education (e.g. canoeing, rock climbing safely), pos
session of a van, eating arrangements (some meals will be provided by Flock 
House) and of course orienteering combined with an interest in coaching. 
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MISPLACED 
CONTROL 
The column that asks the 
irrelevant questions and 
expects no answers 
Whingeing Accreditation 
Scheme 

Put your hand up if you've never had the 
passing thought as you've searched for a 
control that it had been misplaced or that the 
map was wrong only to find that it was your 
mistake after all. Just as I thought; orienteers 
are either self deluders or honest, armless 
individuals! 

I 'm not going to waste paper or your 
precious time defending organisers, course 
setters, mappers and the like, so aptly des
cribed in The Bush Telegraph as 'the loneliest 
form of l i fe' . Nor will I tempt you with my 
theory that maps, courses and events are 
'works of art' and that great works of art have 
their imperfections. Nor (finally) do I intend 
criticising the knockers and whingers who add 
so much colour to our sport. 

No, I believe that what is needed to keep 
whingeing to an acceptable level is the establi
shment of a 'Whingeing Accreditation 
Scheme' which would operate in the following 
way: 
1. A person who has mapped, course-set or 
organised for an event is entitled to one 
whinge (i.e. one credit) about an event, map 
or course at a similar level — minor, major or 
national. (Possible refinements could include a 
credit being earned at a major event entitling 
the person to two minor event whinges.) 
2. Once the whinge has taken place the credit 
is withdrawn. 
3. In the unlikely event of a whinge being 
"substantiated' (at the discretion of the whin-
gee) the credit wil l be returned. 
4. I f a person without a credit really feels that 
they have earned a whinge then they may 
register to organise an event, put their whinge 
in writing in a sealed envelope and hand it to 
the whingee. The envelope can then be opened 
after the whinger has organised the event. 
5. The penalty for a creditless whinge wil l be 
that the whinger is required to map, organise 
and course set for a similar event within 12 
months of the whinge or face a life ban. 

As this proposal is likely to be accepted by 
the OFA at its next meeting, I would strongly 
suggest that all of us who enjoy a good whinge 
get out there and earn those credits! 

Warwick Marsden 

THE AUSTRALIAN ORIENTEER April 1989 
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ATTENTION MAP-MAKERS 

9a Mayfair Place 
New Plymouth 
23 September, 1989 

Open Letter to Mapping Officers of NZ Orienteering Clubs 

This is a brief note to ascertain at a nuts and bolts level the 
types of draughting aids used for map production. Recently during 
the draughting of our TSB TOPEC map the club supply of rub on 
circles ("O" symbols ) ran out. (Taranaki country side is littered 
with cow drinking troughs ). The cost and the time delay to order 
the originals from Europe seemed unwarranted. Barry Rollo, from our 
club, has found that several types of "letraset" sheets for circles 
are interchangable for the standard rub on orienteering symbol. 
These were simply purchased the next day for a significantly 
smaller amount than the originals. This is being investigated for 
crosses as well. The question that we then asked "Was there other 
short cuts that other clubs had found and used successfully (or 
unsuccessfully) ?". Hence this note. I have discussed this topic 
with Ken Holst as NZOF Technical Officer and gained his sanction. 

Barry is also following up a product called "letratape". This works 
just like letraset but comes in a compact sellotape dispensing type 
pack. More importantly the rub on symbol shape can be supplied by 
the customer. This means that by providing a short section of the 
required artwork a tape of rub on symbols can be suppied. 

While this note came out of a specific discussion on the draughting 
area of map production it would be interesting to follow this 
through the other areas of map production. For example, in my 
discussion with Ken Holst (Rotorua) today I found out about Evan 
Rait's (Wellington) photo-etching process. What this process does 
is reduce the need to produce the various green and yellow sheets 
for the printer. What is produced is one sheet with the outline of 
the respective runnabilities marked out in a fine pen. In a nut 
shell Evan can then produce from this the respective green and 
yellow sheets. The advantage of this is the time saving and the 
accuracy of the overlay sheets produced. 

What would be interesting is to find out if there are there other 
short cuts which other clubs are aware of under any of the 
following headings: 

1) Contour production 

2) Field working 

3) Map checking 

4) Cartography 

5) Printing 
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Obviously the goal is to produce maps with a reduced amount of time 
and cost to orienteering clubs. 

As an Engineer-manager of a structural design firm I have also been 
doing my own product research with regards the use of computers for 
drawing maps. This is both in the CAD area but also in the 
production of contour maps from spot heights. There are several 
relevant issues to the use of CAD for producing maps: 

a) DOSL can now produce their photogrammetric plots as an 
AutoCad DXF file. This means that your base map is already plotted. 
The cartography is then reduced to the changes resulting from the 
field work. (Assuming that the base map is fairly accurate to begin 
with) 

b) Using computers means that registration of the sheets is 
easily achieved. 

c) Consistancy of the cartograpy is more easily achieved. 
d) Any rescaling is easily done. 
e) There are now third party computer contouring programmes 

that are avialable. The best that I have found is a programne 
called "quik-surf". Basically spot heights are feed into "quik-
surf" via a spread sheet. From these spot heights ( max. 10,000 ) 
are drawn the contours. Again an AutoCad file is produced which is 
easily altered as in a) above. 

This area is debatable as being a positive area for orienteering 
clubs because of the technological background required. But I 
mention it in case others are working in this area. 

I would appreciate any type of scribbled ledgible reply. If you can 
not reply with any suggestions it would be still useful to know 
that. I suggest that you use the back of this letter to write your 
reply. Any reply will receive a summary letter of responses. 

Regan Potangaroa 
Mapping Officer 
Egmont Orienteering Club 
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